
UFO - Unidentified Flying Objects

Today we are going to tell you something about UFOs. I choose this theme, because
it is still undiscovered sphere, and interesting for me. Even scientists haven´t made 
much progress on this sphere.

UFO... What does this mean?
UFO means Unidentified Flying Objects. UFOs are objects from outer space. 
Sometimes we say. UFOs have shape of flat saucers. They can have lights. UFOs 
can’t be mistaken with any KNOWN atmospheres or astronomical objects, balloons, 
planes....  Often there are aliens, too, if there are UFOs. People think that aliens 
control UFOs and that is the only logical interpretation about controlling UFOs and 
their flying. If there wouldn’t be any live beings - aliens, there wouldn’t be any UFOs 
either. Somebody had to produce flying objects such as UFOs. If there wouldn’t be 
anyone, there wouldn’t be UFOs.
Sometimes there it’s just story, sometimes it’s true. What do you think? Do UFOs 
exist or not???
Some people says they saw UFO. Some people says they saw several UFOs. But 
you can’t believe it of you don’t see them. So there are just rumors about UFOs and 
there are no facts about UFOs exist. 
There are some series which include the Paranormal Activities such as UFOs, 
kidnappings by aliens. For example, there are X-files and there are some movies.
There are some believes that the CIA (Central Intelligence Agency) and USA have 
some hangars in deserts, where are UFOs and such Unknown objects stored. (There
are rumors that some pressmen even find that places surrounded with army but they 
didn’t let them in.)
Most of people says that they were abducted by the aliens and some others they just 
saw an UFO. I don’t know how much we can believe, but I think there might be aliens
out, in the space. But as I said, I don’t know.
UFOs are very fast and you can see them for short time.
But on the other side, it is possibility, that aliens exist and so does UFOs. For 
example there are certain fields all over the world, where spring up circles and other 
objects. From the air there is a wonderful picture, but if you think further, it might not 
be as pleasant if they are not friendly.  But they can also be friendly.....
Theme from all famous movies is: 
Somebody was kidnapped or aliens are attacking the earth and people - agents are 
trying to solve this problem. Trying to solve this problem is very difficult for them 
because aliens hide the evidences. 

My opinion about this is, that we can´t be alone in this giant space. This is why I think
that somewhere far away there are creatures that are like us in a way. 



 Rumour   = -resničen ali neresničen podatek, ki kroži med ljudmi; govorica
         -news or information that many people are talking about but that is possibly not 

true 
There´s a rumour that Mangel is coming here to speak.

 UFO   = -neznani leteči predmet (NLP)
            -an unidentified flying object 

Several UFO sightings have been reported in the Pennine foothills.

 Interpretation   = -razlaga; pojasnilo; razložiti; pojasniti
 -an explanation or understanding of something 
This passage is open to a variety of interpretations.

 Astronomical     = -astronomski
       -connected with astronomy 
Astronomical observatories are secured. 

 Abduct   = -ugrabiti
              -to take hold of somebody and take him/her away illegally 

He was afraid of being abducted by a rival gang. 

 Possibility   = -možnost
   -one of the different things that you can do in a particular situation
We must accept the possibility that we might be wrong.

 Agent   = -agent; zastopnik; posrednik; vohun (an enemy agent) 
          -person whose job is to do business for a company

I phoned my agent in London about the job.

 Certain   = -neki; določen
            -completely sure 

She arranged to meet him at three o´clock on a certain afternoon.

 Field   = -polje
         -an area of land used for sports, games or some other activity

We drove past fields of ripening wheat. 

 Alien     = -tuj; nezemljan, vesoljec 
         -a creature that comes from another planet

Aliens drive spacecraft.

 Saucer   = -krožniček
           -small round plate that you put under a cup 

She gave the cat a saucer of milk

 Further   = -razen tega; dalje; nadalje
            -more; to greater degree



If you have any further problems do let me know.

 Surround   = -obkrožen; obdan
 -To be or go all around somebody/something
The house was surrounded by high walls.

 Pressman   = -novinar; časnikar
 -a person job is to collect and write about news 
She worked as pressman on The Times. 

 Include   = -vsebovati; vključiti
           -to have as one part 

The bill includes tax and service. 

 Fact   = -dejstvo
        -true things 

He told me a few facts about her.

 Sphere   = -področje; območje
          -an area of interest or activity

He works in the sphere of race relations. 

 Being = -bitje
         -a living person or thing 

A nuclear war would kill millions of living beings.



Handout for the class

I. Five new words:  
o Rumour - govorica

o Pressman - novinar; časnikar

o Sphere - področje; območje

o Surround - obkrožen; obdan

o Saucer -  krožniček

II. Listening comprehension (true or false):  
UFO means Unidentified Flying Objects  T F

Sometimes we say Flying Saucers T F

Most of people says that they were abducted by the aliens and some 

others they just drive an UFO. T
F

CIA (Central Intelligence Agency) and USA have some hangars in 

mountains, where are UFOs and such Unknown objects stored. T
F

There are just rumours about UFOs and there are no facts about UFOs exist T
F. 

III. Vocabulary:  
a) Match the words with the right meaning!  

Rumour (n) -To be or go all around somebody/something

Pressman (n) -small round plate that you put under a cup

Sphere (n) -an area of interest or activity

Surround (v) -news or information that many people are talking 
about but that is possibly not true 

Saucer (n) -a person job is to collect and write about 
news

b) Fill in the gaps with the words from the previous   
exercise



There´s a _____________  that Mangel is coming here to speak.
She worked as ______________  on The Times.
He works in the ______________ of race relations.
The house was ______________ by high walls.
She gave the cat a ______________ of milk.


